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Description

Order Code

Diameter

Length/Dimension

TRADITIONAL SQUARE COWL

This cowl works on aerodynamics as
air moves over it, it creates lift at the
top stopping down draught and
removing fumes.

CCNA0001

ALL PURPOSE CAP

All Purpose top works in the same
principle as the standard cowl but
are more efficient as their rounded
shape creates lift whichever
direction the wind is blowing,
eliminating downdraught. Rain
drains help divert water outside the
chimney pot.

CTGA

GAS

CTAP0001

ALL PURPOSE

REVOLUTION COWL

Wind powered stainless steel cowl
designed to solve problem of down
draught and can be used equally for
ventilation. The high performance
of the strong 316 grade produces
excellent draw in the chimney for
ventilation shaft.

CCRV4210

FAN

Power fans designed to extract
fumes from your chimney and are
available in four sizes, these are
suitable for solid fuel fired
appliances.

GAS & OIL
SOLID FUEL
ACCESSORIES REQUIRED

ALSO AVAILABLE IN VITREOUS ENAMEL

H COWL

The H Cowl is probably the ultimate
static downdraught chimney cowl as
it completely isolates the combustion
gasses from the prevailing winds.
This version has no mesh and is
made from 316 grade stainless steel
and so is unsuitable for oil and solid
fuel fired appliances. Can be fitted
with mesh for gas applications.

VHPOT4S

100mm 4"

VHPOT4S

125mm 5"

VHPOT6S

150mm 6"

BLACK FOR PROTECTION

Description

Order Code

Diameter

VSSVS50

5"

VSSVS60

6"

VSSRC50

5"

VSSRC60

6"

VARC40

4"

VARC50

5"

VARC60

6"

VARC70

7"

VARC80

8"

VEDETTE

The Vedette cowl has a large drum
shaped shroud, making it extremely
effective against downdraught.
Available in SW430 with mesh
inserts for gas fired appliances, and
SW316 without inserts for oil and
solid fuels.

STAINLESS STEEL CAP

Simple rain cap helps prevent rain
entering the chimney.

ALUMINIUM RAIN CAP

Simple rain cap helps prevent rain
entering the chimney.

TRIGUARD

An ornate bird guard with a simple
spring fit. One size fits all (150mm 225mm). Hardwearing coated M10
steel. Multi fuel use. Black gloss
finish.

VTRI01

HIGH TOP BIRDGUARD

Designed to prevent the ingress of
birds, vermin and leaves into used
or unused chimney flues (for solid
fuel appliances) Fits chimney pots
with outside diameters from 230mm290mm. This product is secured by
bolts. Terracotta finish

CTHTS0001

Length/Dimension

